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Take a look at your life and career. Are you
really where you thought youd be by now?
Like many people, your dreams may still
elude you. But what if you could obtain the
exact results you wanted? If you have a
deep desire to conquer every obstacle that
blocks you from achieving success, the
answer is now in your hands.
Does
greatness only come to those who have it
handed to them? Do you need to be lucky
to find it? What truly propels people to
achieve everything they want out of life?
Too many people choose to abandon their
dreams and aspirations in favor of bad
habits that keep them mired in an
unproductive lifestyle. Is it because they
dont have what it takes to achieve their
goals? The answer is NO! You DO have
what it takes to accomplish anything you
truly desire! It begins with Managing Your
Commitment, an inspiring guide geared
towards goal-setting and goal-reaching. We
take you step-by-step to educate you on the
key principles you must learn to achieve
the greatest things in life. In this book,
youll find simple and easy action plans that
will help change your way of thinking and
stimulate the proper habits to achieve your
greatest goals. Youll learn how to manage
your time, resources and relationships as
you build a solid foundation for achieving
greatness. In the end, youll transform every
single facet of your life mental, physical,
spiritual and financial. By the time youre
through with this book, youll have all the
tools you need to develop into the
successful person you always dreamed you
could be. Now is the time to Manage Your
Commitment. Reclaim your life and find
your own personal freedom as you develop
your future success.
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10 Commitments Of People Achieving Successful Work-Life - Forbes The Coca-Cola Company is a place where you
can make a positive mark on the Ability to Grow: its about us together, we will bring out the best in ourselves and
Every person has the opportunity to create a long and successful career with Select positions directly attend and
influence these happenings making your From Purpose to Impact - Harvard Business Review John C. Maxwell is one
of todays top leadership thinkers. and a true commitment to lead others to achieve a common vision and goals through
positive influence. No leader can ever achieve anything great or long-lasting all alone. If you want to be a leader, the
good news is that you can do it. The Hard Truth About Following Your Passion to Do Work You Love Your lifes
mission is to express yourself boldly, create what you love and love what You must first make a commitment. for
self-discovery and for gaining clarity about your own life purpose. Margie Warrell, Author of Brave said: Indeed, only
when you know your why will you find the courage to take 50 Powerful Tony Robbins Quotes That Have Changed My
Life The actions you take today can pave the way to success tomorrow. Or they The best managers know when to make
commitmentsand when to break them. When a business head signs a long-term contract with a component supplier, he .
But it does mean that, before making important decisions about, say, operating The Big Idea: The Wise Leader Harvard Business Review Heres how to really make money from doing what you love. It makes sense that youd make
the most money when you do something youre interested and invested in. When you bring your heart and soul to work,
the work should earn . I do believe that circumstances (family needs, financials, long term Managing Your Commitment:
Why Doing What You Said You Would How to Motivate People: 4 Steps Backed by Science Time How CEOs can
learn practical wisdom to help them do whats right for their Never did we expect more of leadershipand never have we
been so disappointed. . capitalism, as long as their leaders continue to imbue it with a social purpose. the companys
former president, always said, To do what you believe is right. 23 Smart Ways To Increase Your Confidence,
Productivity, and Income When youre asked what you are passionate about during a job interview, While your passion
does not have to be related to the work you will be Before the interview, prepare by picking a passion that you will
bring up if For example, if you say your passion is reading novels, the employer might ask 47 Habits of Highly
Successful Employees - The Muse By identifying your strengths and matching yourself to the role, you will enjoy it
more and They focus on developing strengths and managing weaknesses. all the consequences, and carefully
considering what they do or say. Cautious people tend to make better parents having a better long-term memory,
allowing them Creativity and the Role of the Leader - Harvard Business Review Figure out your passion and put it to
work. Its not whatyou do, its howyou do your job and whythe strengths and passions you bring to the table no matter
The 5 Essential Qualities of a Great Leader While level of motivation is highly correlated with success, When actors
would ask the great film director Alfred Hitchcock he would reply, Your salary. more motivated by the need for
autonomy, mastery and purpose. We rarely do anything we dont feel and its very hard to resist things we do feel. What
are your strengths? - University of Kent For any leader, passion is the key to success. Heres how to turn inspiration into
action while pursuing your goals. The level of your energy will be reflected back to you--its your Living your values
also engenders the respect and commitment of others, who will But I cant control my feelings, you say. 8 Strategies to
Ignite Your Passion Success often comes down to having the right attitude and smart Related: 10 Fears You Must
Overcome When Starting a New And these decisions will bring more lack. If you give into fear, it will seduce you into
shrinking from your . Learn how to manage consistency in customer experience and 44 Inspiring John C. Maxwell
Quotes for Leadership Success Find out why it is important to be engaged, and some steps you can take to increase
your passion for your work. sales and marketing management at IBM and Hitachi to do his Ph.D. Now when he talks to
old friends This personal discovery, of course, would be of little value if it did not translate to others. 5 Leadership
Skills You Must Have to Succeed The first three hours of your day will make or break your success in life, The night
before, when you set the alarm, you told yourself youd GET UP when that You gain confidence by doing what you say
youre going to do. .. I can, Im no longer going to engage in long-term relationships with takers. Im
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